Laser Cutter Guide
Turning on the machine
Turn on the light switch above the
computer
● This turns on the air filter, the air
flow compressor and is the power
switch to the machine.
● The Machine will not run if the
switch is off

Turn on the power switch ON THE
MACHINE

Main Controls
Start the print & Pause the print
Focus tool

Arrows to raise the bed UP and DOWN

Return to main /finished focusing
Main Display

Preparing the material
Place your material on the bed snug in
the top left corner
● Press the focus tool button on the
panel which will move the laser
arm forward
● Drop the focus tool spring
● Raise and/or lower the bed until
the spring is touching the board
but not bent
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Lower the bed

Put the spring back in its holder
(magnetic)
Press the return button on the panel
● It is now ready to cut
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move to next step

COREL FOR THE LASER
Open up CorelDRAW on the desktop

If it asks for a login, ask staff for assistance
On the Home Screen click “NEW
DOCUMENT”

A small window will pop up
1) title the document with your Name &
date (This is just for easy tracking).
 Example: ER Test 1/7/20
2) Change the width of to the size of
your board (most likely 12 or 24”)
3) Change the Height to how tall your
board is (most likely 12”)

See the CorelDRAW guide for general usage details and how-tos

Laser Specific CorelDRAW functions
If you want to cut something out….
● Materials that you can cut: wood,
Acrylic, paper, leather, fabric &
cork
● Materials must be UNDER ¼” thick
When designing:
● Whatever shape you want cut out,
you will need to change the outline
to “HAIRLINE”
● If it is not HAIRLINE, it will etch and
not cut

Your Corel sheet is your board. Wherever
you place your design is where it will cut
onto the material.
● If you are starting with a blank
material, you can just design and not
worry
● If you are using a piece that has
already been cut before use the
guide tools to line up your free space
To create a horizontal guideline, click on
the top ruler and drag down onto your
board. Drag it down to where you
measured on the real board.

To create a vertical gridline, click on the
ruler on the left of the page and drag onto
the board in the same fashion.

You can now see that this space is the
available space on your board in the laser
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Ready to Cut
When your design is finished and ready to be cut, go to File>Print
Use the drop-down menu and
select “EPILOG ENGRAVER
WINX64 ZING”
● Sometimes there will be a
second one labeled (Copy 1)
● If there is a copy, use that
one
Click on the settings wheel to open
up the Laser Menu

Raster = etching pictures/words
Vector = cutting lines
Speed = how fast the laser moves
Power = how much power the
laser is giving out

1) Change the Piece Size to the same size
as your board (12x12” or 12x24” ect. )
2) Find the Materials Guide and look up
your Speed/Power settings
3) Change the Speed & P
 ower settings
a) The settings will be different for
VECTOR and RASTER
b) Make sure you change both
4) When you are done, hit OK and then
Print

On the Laser machine, look at the
LCD screen and make sure it says
“JOB#: title”
Example: JOB 2: ER Test 1/7/20
● If it does not say this, make
sure you hit print on the
computer.
Push the Play/Start button to
begin the project

Rotary Attachment
Setting up the Attachment
With the machine turned on, hit the
focus tool and lower the bed all the way
down to the bottom
● Turn the machine off when this is
done
Remove the Vector Grid and place the
rotary attachment flush against the top
left corner where it meets the ruler.

Plug in the attachment on the left side of
the machine

Before you place your glass on the
rotary you will need to measure it.
Using a tape measure, measure the
width around the glass
Then Measure the length of the glass

Place the glass onto the rotary wheels, if
possible with the mouth open to the left
with the clamp inside.
● Some openings are too small for
the clamp, or have long necks (i.e.
bottles) that work better to place
with the mouth to the right side
● If you do this, the clamp can be
removed
Bring down the focus tool spring. Raise
the bed until it gently touches the glass
on the left hand side.

Gently slide the spring to the end of the
glass on the right side-if the glass is
uneven and it is not touching turn the
black which will raise/lower the back
half of the glass until it is touching the
spring

Press the return button and your glass is
ready

Designing your piece
In Corel, open up a new document

The width of your document should be
the length of your glass (mouth to
bottom)
The Height should be the circumference
(distance around the glass)

Create your design

You will then need to rotate your design
90 degrees so that the top of your
design is at the top of your glass

**NOTE**if you have the mouth of your
glass or bottle facing the right, then this
will be backwards.
You will want to turn it 270 degrees
instead

The placement of your design in the
middle will make your glass rotate
before it starts etching
If you put your design on the top of the
design, it will start etching right away.
It’s easier to center your design in a
specific spot this way.

As before, when you are done designing
go to File>Print
Select Epilog Zing Printer
Click the settings wheel

Check the Materials Guide for the speed
and power settings

You only need to select RASTER since
you will only be etching with the rotary
Make sure to change the PAGE SIZE to
match the size of your document (and
your glass) or it will not print right.
Click OK and then PRINT and finish as
listed in the normal instructions

